MINUTES OF THE MEETING

A meeting was held on 6th January, 2017 at 3.00PM under the Chairmanship of Additional DDG (HQ), CGHS to discuss the difficulties being faced by CGHS during enrolling Pensioners of BSNL/MTNL getting pension from Central Civil Estimate.

The following members have attended the meeting.

1. Ms. Vandana Sethi, Director (Estt.) D.O.T.
2. Dr. Sanjay Jain, Joint Director (HQ), CGHS, Delhi
3. Sh. Sunil Kumar Gupta, US (EHS), Ministry of Health & F.W.

At the outset, the Chairman welcomed all the participants. The issues was discussed in depth and it was decided that D.O.T. will ensure that Pension Payment Order issued to the Pensioners getting pension from Central Civil Estimate should mention:

(a) Head of Account.
(b) Equivalent CDA Pay Scale with Grade Pay
(c) Range of Pay in CDA Scale not inclusive Grade Pay.

As and when the CGHS notifies the rate of subscription and eligibility criteria for VII CPC, the points b & c will be corresponding to 7th CPC.

To

1. Ms. Vandana Sethi Director (Estt.) Department of Telecommunications, Ministry of Communications & IT, Sanchar Bhawan, 20, Ashoka Road, New Delhi-110001.
2. Joint Director (HQ), CGHS, Sector-XII, R.K.Puram, New Delhi.
3. Sh. Sunil Kumar Gupta, Under Secretary, CGHS(P), Directorate of CGHS, Ministry of Health & Family Welfare, Nirman Bhawan, New Delhi.